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MOTION OF PLANETS
Some of my readers of the Theory of a Procession of Planets, 

and subscribers to Higheh Science, have asked, why and how 
a new world gathering in the region of crystals, or the zone of 
nebulae beyond Neptune, which surounds the elliptic of the solar 
system, receives its motions. I will first refer you back to Sep. 
No., 1903. The motion of an orbit must undoubtedly come from 
the motions of the atoms which are attracted to form the new 
world. Each atom must be traveling away from the sun in an 
orbit, as I have aften shown you, because they were pushed away 
from the sun, and retained the motion of the sun, at the zone 
where they left it. Most of them would leave the sun at its 
equator, where it revolves at the rate of 4,000 miles per hour, 

and therefore have that motion. The equator of the sun is also 
receiving the largest amount of returning matter, and is there
fore hotter than the zones towards the poles, as the spots and 
activity prove, and as is proved by the spots nearest the equator 
revolving in less time, notwithstanding they have farther to 
travel. Having that motion when they leave the sun, its is then 
plain to our reason that they must keep it, and the orbit motion 
is easily accounted for. If they had no orbit motion when crys- 

talized, they would simply drop straight down to the sun, in
stead of going around it in an orbit. This is illustrated by the 

action of comets, which are collections of matter which left 
the sun at points nearer the poles of the sun and have so much 
less moion of an orbit that they fall much nearer straight back 

and gain such enormous speed that they pass around the sun and 
are thrown away or up, like a ball. As they pass the sun at 
Perihelon and start back up, they immediately begin to loose 

speed at about the same rate as they gained speed in falling, 
However, they never go quite as high as the point they started 

from, as is proved by every succeeding return being in less time. 
In the case of Enkes’ comet, the time is about three hours less in
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154 HIGHER SCIENCE
each return. I have always believed, without minute calculation 
or especial analysis, that each atom of the radiated and invisible 

gas took a revolving motion from the revolving motion of the 

sun» at the point where it left thé sun. This has, however, been 
questioned by a number of my students, notably bv O. D. Jones, 

of Edina, Mo., and Geo. O. Roberts, of Dennison, Ohio, whose 
articles, which require illustrating to do them justice, I have 

been hoping to publish as scan as I can make a little spare money. 

The revolution of an atom,, may, however, be due to the heat 
generated by the change of crystalizing, when it crvstalizes from 

the atom of gas to the atom of dust beyond Neptune. Chemical 
action creates heat, which is of itself motion. When water be
comes cold enough to make ice, the very act of crystalizing makes 

heat enough to expand it, so as to burst almost any vessel in 

which it is confined. In fact, if it has not room to expand and 
cannot burst the vessel, it cannot change into ice. I once under
took to make ice by pressure, but found that the very pressure 

required to drive, out heat, interfered with the expansion 

of Crystalization rquired to make ice of water. If it were not 
fof this fact. I could make a small machine, with a long heavy 
handle, to make ice at any moment needed. If, then, the chemical 
change from gas back to solid matter makes heat, which we know 
is motion, it may give the crvstalized atom its first motion, and 
that, when they colected to form a world, would be a colcction of 

motion as well as of matter. It is well established that the 
hottest part of a heavçnly body is the part which moves with 
thé greatest velocity, as is the case with Jupiter and the sun—the 

only bodies in the universe in a molten state, to which we are near 

enough to make observations.

ELECTRICITY A MOTION OF HEAT
Your correspondent, Daniel K. T’ennev, treating of the forces 

of the Universe, in September Seabchmght, says:—
“If any reader is aware of a demonstrated lact in science, an

tagonizing the conclusions herein stated, I should be pleased to 

hear from him in these columns.”
I therefore take pleasure in calling attention to some of his 

mistakes, hoping thus to help in shortening the time until we 
shall know the exact truth.

Judge Tenney believes that electricity is responsible for doing 

all the work of the solar system, but seems to forget that it first 
requires force to make electricity. He believes that electricity is 
generated by the motions of the planets through space, but fails 

to show why they travel through space at such enormous speed 
asthey do, and each one faster, as we find them nearer the sun or 
ceriter. The law of ratio which governs their speed and distance 
from the sun undoubtedly proves, that they are always approach-
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HIGHER SCIENCE 155
ing the sun by falling and that as they fall they gain speed; but 
as they gain speed in their orbits, theyalso gain centrifugal force 
which retards their approach to the sun, so that we find them 

nearer together as we approach the sun, although they travel 
faster around the sun; the law of a procession of planets being 

that they increase their speed along the orbits in the same inverse 
ration with which they decrease the diameter of their orbits.

fThe following article appeared in the Searchlight Not., 1904.)
This law is so simple and plain that if one is missing in the 

ratio, we can find it’s scattered remains with a camera, as was the 
case with the astroids. More than this, it is positively known that 

a number of comets are gradually oproaching the sun, that the 

rings of Saturn are gradualy approaching the planet, and that 
our own moon has actually approached the earth since the first 

recorded eclipses. It is also a fact that the moons of every planet 
not too far away to be observed, are obeying the same laws of 

distance and speed in relation to their own planets; that planets 

obev in their falling to the sun. In fact, that the theory of a pro
cession of planets is a proven theory, and the only reason why a 

planet can move at all. is because it is falling in an orbit.

Sneaking of electricity as the prime force in Nature, he says:
“These currents, rush through the atmosphere of the respective 

spheres, are retarded therebv, and by the atomic matter there 
present, thus producing what we call sun light and heat. There 

is no such thing in fact. Heat and ligh cannot travel 93,000.000 
miles from the sun. nor any other considerable distance through 
absolute cold and darkness and reappear again as heat and light. 
The speculations of scientists on that subject, although interest
ing, are ridiculous. Electric currents which we know are ever 
interchanging, retarded by the various solar and planetary atmos

pheres. furnish all the natural heat and light in alike manner as 
does the retarded current passing though the tiny coil in the in

candescent electric lamp.0’
It is a well known fact that light, heat, electricitv, sound, 

thought, or anv other force or motion are the same, and inter

changeable, and are but different rapidity of vivratory motion. 
Heat and light can travel through 93,000,000,000 miles of space, 
can be reproduced just as easily, and on the same principle, as I 
can talk into the receiver of a telephone at Los Angeles, and the 

sound vibration will be instantly reproduced in San Francisco, 
after traveling through five hundred miles of cold and darkness; 
or just as easily as Edison can se the light in Philadelphia from 
his little box in Washington, after it has travelled two hundred 
miles through cold and darkness, along a cold dark wire. We 
know all about an ordinary fire, and why should we look for 
some mysterious new kind of fire to account for the sun’s light 

and heat? The sun is simply the central point of our solar sys
tem ; every direction from it is up, and its in—‘^nse heat disolves
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it* solid matter into gas of thousands of times greater bulk which- 
fill* the solar system. When it reaches a point far beyond Nep
tune, where it is supposed to be four thousand degrees below 
aero, it again condense into solid crystals or dust and gradually 
gathers into a new world and falls back to the sun, according to 
the law of falling bodies, minus the check it receives from increas
ing centrifugal force. When it finally again falls into the sun, 
the collision of its fall, and its chemical disintegration, reproduces 
the same heat which it originally cost to expand into gas.

The most active plane of the sun is its equator, and when its 
great heat expands mater into gas, the most of it leaves the sun 
at its equator, and has the motion of four thousand miles per * 
hour from West to East, as the sun revolves and never loses this 
motion in space even when crystalized in far away space. As it 
gathers into a world it has the same motion around the sun, and 
it only increases this speed as it falls. By the time it has fallen 
to the orbit of Neptune, it has a speed of 250,000 miles per day, 
and by the time it reaches the orbit of Mercury, it has a speed of 
2,500,000 miles per day.

The real force then which oper ates the solarsy stem and universe 
is the expanding and contracting of matter by relative degrees of 
heat. One of the forms it takes is electricity, but it is not the 
whole thing, and is but one of many.

GOOD PEOPLE NOT CHRISTIANS
[By F. H. Hkai.d]

My position on Christianity seems to be misunderstood by some 
of my very good friends, especially amongst the gentler sex. 
When I sa that no Christian is fit to live, I mean every word of it, 
and would gladly destroy them from the earth, as I would blood
sucking insects and poisonous reptiles, for the good of my fellow 
hpman beings. At the same time, there is a large difference be
tween Christians and people who think they are Christians. A dear, 
Jppd confiding woman, who joins church and imagines she loves 

esus and god, is simply deceived. She is no more of a Christian 
than I am, if she would but stop to think what Christianity is. ’ • \ 
In fact, christianiy is a religion of hate, and if a man hate not 
his brothers and sisters, children, father and mother, and yea, his 
own life also, he cannot be a Christian. He must have the bitter 
hate in his heart, that would commit murder in Christ’s name and 
cause him to lie for the glory of god. If he has this true Christian 
spirit, it shows in his face, as we often see in the mean, drawn 
features of methodist preachers and deacons, who would send 
their own children and mothers to hell to burn forever. I know 
some of the sweetest and loveliest ladies in the world, who imag
ine they are Christians, but they are mistaken. They do not 
believe a single word of the so-called teachings of Jesus Christ. 
All the morality in the bible is actually tens of thousands of yean
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older than the time of this “Saviour,” who in reality never ex
isted (as has been proven.) I can understand how a negro, with 
a skull two inches thick and the groundless fears of an animal, 
could be made to believe without thinking for himself ; I can un» 
derstand how a little boy from 4 to 7 years old can believe for a 
time, what his mother, in whom he has implicit confidence, tells 
him, and forces into him while yet in his cradle, but it certainly 
does give the color of idiocy or insanity to a grown woman living 
in the 20th century, when she absolutely refuses to read or in
vestigate the rottenness and absudities of the characters of god, 
Christ, Mary, Paul, David, Solomon, bible women and the 
prophets, saints and virgins, when compared with the devil, who 
is the only character of a gentleman mentioned in the bible. A 
woman who is good, is not a Christian, no matter what she says. 
She is simply to timid to think and break away from the hypnotic 
spell of the priest and parson.

I once had a bright little son, who was made to believe, in his 
tender years, by fraud and the awful curse of Christianity, that 
there was a Devil, and that his papa would be burned forever. 
When he once cautioned me about it and begged me to “take 
care,” his poor little heart was almost breaking, but later, at 
the age of six, when he discovered that the Santa Claus yam was 
a fraud and that I was “really and truly” Santa Clause, the great 
relief occurred to him, that I was probably the Devil also, and 
the millstone weight which was lifted from his mind made him 
the happiest boy I ever saw. Verily, verily, I say unto you, cursed 
Christians, who have been the curse of my life, you vile, ignorant 
harpies, who tie these millstones around the necks of innocent 
little ones, you had better cast yourselves intohefll fire now, before 
you ruin the lives of those who would otherwise be happy and 
useful citizens.

MARY AND THE GHOST
A dove and a virgin ? let me not think

Of a combination so tsrange;
It’s enough to turn one to insanity’s brink, ' ')
Or to the river, forever to sink

The mind in oblivion’s change.

Yet still the church lives and Christians believe
’ In this pipe-dream from insanity’s brain.

A ghost and a virgin, I cannot conceive '
How men can still in this age deceive,

* . Believers must get wet in the rain
j | ; —Albert Johnson, S. F., Nov, a8th>
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A GRAND OFFER FOR 1905
Send $1.00 and we will send Higher Science to four of your 

friends for one year. We want to spread the truth even if it 

costs more than it comes to. No premium with this offer, and is 

only for new cash subscribers within international postage rates 

territoy. Don’t Wait, but take advantage of this offer the day 

you read it.

THE CLIFF DWELLER’S PLACE
Do not buy a home until you have seen The Cliff-Dwellers 

Place. Los Angeles people are only beginning to learn the value 

of the surrounding hills as residence quarters for those who have 

the means or leisure to grade and terace and beautify a home. 

When a city reaches the size of a quarter million inhabitants, its 

grandest homes are always in the hills and heights. You al

ways find the thoroughbreds on high ground, as surely as you 

find the eagle’s nest on the dizzy heights of mountain crags, and 

the mud-hens and geese in the grass of the valley.

Come now while this new subdivision is cheap and secure the 

sight for a home which you will be proud of when you have ter

raced, walled and planted it to your fancy. Notice’ how the 

wealthy are beginning to build along the heights of the beautiful 

Sunset Boulevard, and then come and see the Cliff-dwellers Place.

Take the Spring Street Garvanza Car, and get off at Amabell 
Street, at the first bunch of hills after crossing the river.

There are large houses all around this place except on the hilly 

side; and the hills on that side have ben bought by a wealthy 

side; and the hills on that side have been bought by a wealthy 

company and arebeing subdivided and are for sale to persons who 

will build residences of no less value than $5,000. A Scenic 

Electric R. R. is to be built from the river to the city limits beyond 

Garvanza, winding in and out along the tops of this range and 

overlooking the city, Cliff-dwellers Place, Highland Park, Gar

vanza and all the beauty of the Los Angeles valley with its towns, 

orchards and railroads, as well as the beautiful Arroyo Seco to 

Pasadena, and later to the mountains.

For further particulars call on or address the owner, F; H 
Heald, Los Angeles, Cat, or inquire on the premises.
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EDITORIALS

As the churches have now virtually given up the idea oi Hell, 

there is no more use for a saviour. There is nothing to save 

us from. Hell was the foundation of the Christian religion, and 

without a foundation it cannot stand.

The Jews are great lovers of home and family. The Jew home 

is a model of harmony and love. It is no wonder they despised 
and hated the vile and far smelling tramp, Jesus Christ.

In giving free advice to the editor a short time ago in regard 

to locomotor ataxia cure, a Christian hvprocrite held up his watch 
and said: “The man who made that, is the only man who can 

fix it. God made you and he is the only one who can cure you/’ 
In the first place, the watch was made by a score of machines, 

and in the second place, god had nothing to do with making the 

editor of Higher Science.

Self-Healing Through Suggestion is a neat little book of 60 
pages, by Henry Harison Brown, of San Francisco, which is on 
our table for criticism. To us it seems »as if he mistakes conscious
ness for spirit, but, however, he is a good man and means well.

Free America, by Bolton Hall, is a 200 page book on the 
subject of poverty and wealth. His experience is contrary t© 
that of the eidtor of Higher Science, which is that the more 
wages the man gets, the less he will save for old age or a rainy 

day.

The Culturist, of Camden, Ohio, is the name of a new magazine 
to be started the beginning of thè new year by Walter Hurt. It 

is to be an educator in philosophy, free thinking and right thinkr 

ing. Mr. Hurt is a writer and poet of ability, and we predict for 

him and the Culturist, deserved success.

The Arkansaw Traveler comes out with a brand new heading; 
the same being an inside view of the famous cabin of song. The 

“Old Man” is “fiddling,” with his hat on ; the old lady smoking 
a cob pipe and meditating, while the children pull hair and yell. 

The old kentucky rifle, half a rod long hangs in crotches over 
the fire-place. It is a scene that almost starts the tears of a ten

der-hearted person.
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As the Editor often receives letters addressed Franklin H. 

Heald, Pres. Pacific Mutual Investment Co., we wish to explain 

that he is naturaly a sucker and about two years ago invested 
$5,000 in the “stock” of that fraudulent concern. But when 

he found that it was a fraud pure and simple, with no assets or 
stock and entirely irresponsible, he “got out” and gave his evi

dence to the proper authorities, who are now no doubt allowing it 
to “run” for a percentage.

The Purity Journal and Christian Life, is the rottenest maga
zine which ever visited our table for criticism. It stinks and 
snlokes with the nastiness of Jesus Christ and hell-fire, and pre
tends to believe we should follow his teaching and let the neigh
bors provide for the morrow. Well, a man would naturally hate 

his mother and father and children and himself also, if he was 
ignored enough to imagine there was any purity in the life of that 
vile tramp-thief, except pure nastiness.

We have just received a copy of the Delineator, with a nice let
ter accompanying it, asking us to give it as favorable a notice as 
possible. We consider it a villianous and dangerous visitor in a 
family and would almost put it ahead of a preacher for making 
trouble and robbing the family. We are pleased to see Los An
geles women going bear-headed on the streets. We hope that it 
will become the fad and will last and that they will cut enough 

from the bottom of their dresses to piece out the top a little more.

The Animal Defender, which gives whole column notices to 
dog funerals and birthday parties, gives Higher Science and all 
others who fail to endorse its nauseating form of rabies, all kinds 
of vile abuse, not even sparing ladies who enjoy out-door sport. 
It refers to the former editor as “genuinely earnest, conscientious, 

intelligent, and above all, humane.” Now we fail to see any of 
these qualities in people who spend time and money, shedding 
crocodile tears over dogs, while there are poor, suffering and 
starving little children in the world. Shame upon such people, 

who have no higher aim in life. It is one of the degrading effects 
of Christianity.

The editor of the Religeo-Humanitär imaryann whines and 
bays because Higher Science doe£ not like dogs. We wish 
to warn Bro. Davis that when a cur holds his mouth open too 
long barking at this editor he is “mighty likely” to catch cold 
and disintegrate. We do not deny that we have had bad luck, 
and hurt our foot, but as there is no dvsentery pension coming 
while it lasts we have concluded to let it get well. In spite of 
Bro. Davis and his sunday school Higher Science will con
tinue to teach the true motions of matter, and his dirty insin
uations cannot change the truth.
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COMMENTS

Sending subscription, Neil Maher of Empire, Nev., says in 

part:

* * ♦ * Don’t know just how I stand on your books, but I do want to 
keep up my subscription. Was afraid it had ceased to exist but the last 
number came a few days ago. Sorry to hear of your accident, but glad 
to see that you are still able to write the naked truth. » ♦ ♦ Long life to 
Hichek Science and its brilliant editor. * ♦ *

In the annual report of the “Church of Humanity,” the Educa
tor says:

* ♦ * Previous church connection of the members: None, 31; Metho
dist, 12; Lutheran, 7; Baptist, 3; Roman Catholic, 3; Presbyterian, 2; 
Missionary Baptist, 2; German Lutheran, 1; Latter Day Saints, 1; Men- 
onites, 1; Quaker, J. * ♦ ♦

The people are beginning to realize that the belief in a god has tainted the 
pages of history with blood and wanton crimes, and that the world is 
getting better in spite of the “Almighty.”—Free Society.

Quite true. Christianity with its unjust vicarious atonement, 

induces crime of every nature. In the prison reports of England, 
where there were 7,000,000 each of Christians and infidels,, one 
in every forty were Christians, while only one in 20,000 were in

fidels, and no atheists.

No publication of a sectarian, partisan, or denominational character must 
be used or distributed in any school, or be made a part of any scho»l 
library; nor must any sectarian or denominational doctrine be taught 
therein. Any school district, town, or city the officers of which knowingly 
allow any State or county apportionment of school moneys; and upon 
satisfactory evidence of such violation, the superintendent of public in
struction and school superintendent must withhold both State and county 
apportionments.—Cal School Law.

The above section of the State school law, makes it plain enough 
that no bible can be distributed, read or put in the library of any 

public school of this State. If the crimes of god, Christ, David, 

Solomon, Marv and the sweet scented old saints, were read in the 
schools is would soon do away with the terrible curse of Christi

anity.

The Word is a brand new magazine pubished in N. Y. by the 
Theosophical Society. In the message on pp. 1, Vol. 1, No. 1, 

the Editor makes the following statement:

“This magazine is designed to bring to all who may read its pages, the 
message of the soul. The message is man is more than animal in drapings 
of cloth—he is divine, though his divinity be masked by, and hidden in, the
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coils of flesh. Man is no accident of birth nor plaything of fate.”

He does not offer any proof, but Higher Science has proved 
that man has evolved from the earth and “is no accident,” sure 
enough, of the chance and changing mind of a jealous and angry 

god.

A. W. Emmons, of St. Andrews, Florida, sends his subscrip

tion a year in advance and says:

* * * * I wish to add my mite to the cause of educating the masses 
above the silly twaddle accredited to the “long-haired tramp” of Jerusalem 
* * ♦ . I would be glad to second your lead in my own publication, but it 
would simply be suicide for me. I am being systematically boycotted by 
the county board of education, because I dared to publish Mr. Hall’s chal
lenge to Rev. Dolphy to preach on a number of texts named. The said 
minister had assailed Mr. Hall from his pulpit. » » ♦ »

Mr. Emmons publishes the Buoy and Mr. Hall is one of our 
subscribers who writes for the Buoy sometimes. (See Jun. H. S. 

page 927.

H. H. Drake, of Amarills, Tex., sends his $ and says:

* * * Have just finished reading your article, “Some things about Jesus,” 
in August magazine, the second time. Every statement you make about 
him is fully substantiated by the bible account. The fact is he was a crea
tion of the monks of the middle ages, and they made him in the image of 
themselves, a wandering mendicant, subsisting on charity, too lazy to 
labor, clothed in rags and filth. * * * I challenge the world to produce a 
single (moral) thot, that was new, which is credited to Jesus. Poverty 
and idleness were his ideals and it was these he glorified. * * * I like your 
bold words and regret that it is not possible for all the w'orld to be equally 
honest, tho the clergy would soon be out of employment ♦ ♦ * The 
criminal class are the product of Christianity and vicarious atonement.* * * *

G. W. Brown, M. D., of Rockford, Illd., who is 85 years old 
says of Higher Sience:

* * * ♦ Money is close here now or I would like the best in the world to 
raise Higher Science out of the slough of despondency into the sunlight of 
prosperity. Your classification of the earthly sojourners in the upper and 
lower regions is about correct. Instruct your readers that when they prey, 
they should pray to a hermophrodite god, Gen. I, 27, * * * ♦

UNITED STATES SENATE.
Nov. 5, 1904.

Committee on Civil Service and Retrenchment.
Mr. F. H. Heald, Publisher Higher Science,

Los Angeles, Cal.
Dear Sir:—I beg to asknowledge receipt of document entitled 

‘Petition and Instructions to our Representatives in Congress,” 

relative to enacting certain laws relating to ministers and priests.
In reply I beg to say that the same shall have my attention, and 

if desired, I will present it to the committee on Public Morals in 

Congress. Very truly,

Geo. C. Perkins.
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Warren Wolf of Ryan, I. T., in sending the following publisher 

letter to every Freethinker he can hear of, and we hasten to re
peat it to our readers and urge you to do a little for a man who 
is dying “in the cause” of truth.

Dear Sir and Liberal—Thru a letter to Heald’s Higher Science, written 
by some correspondent I learned that Watson Heston the famous Liberal 
cartoonist, was bedridden, and his wife, his only means of support. I im
mediately wrote Mr. Heston, inquiring into the true situation and received 
the following pathetic letter from his faithful wife, which I take the liberty 
of reproducing.

Here follows the letter, which states the facts as in Mr. Ferris’ 
letter in August Higher Science. Mr. Wolf, whom we know 
to be all right, then adds:

Now, fellow Liberals, words are superfluous. Remember how we treated 
H. L. Green and wife, and don’t let this be another such case. Winter 
is upon us. Missouri is a co ldclimate. Think of the faithful little woman 
toiling thru the cold wintry days and we in good health, surrounded by com’ 
forts and too calous-hearted to send a few dollars to a noble fellow com
rade who may die, with at least the comfort that he was remembered at 
last by former friends. Send your remittance at once and it will be ac
counted for and published in leading freethot papers. If you prefer, send 
direct to Mrs. Heston, with a word of cheer, but remember that $5.00 will, 
in this instance, bring more sunshine than a whole ream of paper covered 
with sympathizing words. This means you. Do it now.—Warren Wolf.

Geo. O. Roberts, State Councelor of United American Me
chanics, writes from his home at Dennison, Ohio, of his recent 
trip to the Coast:

♦ ♦ * ♦ Was very anxious to meet you but failed to find you in the 
Stimson building. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ Is your new Procession of Planets out yet? 
And how does my subscription for magazine stand ? ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ I see you are 
called an Atheist, by the Occational One. Well, I am sure you have many 
on your side.* ♦ ♦ ♦

Wm. G. Scott, of Cincinnati, Ohio, writes:

* * * I am sending you a paper with marked article (of how the Jap
anese Christian boy carries his bible into the battles and reads it every day) 
which goes to show what bare-faced lying a preacher will do, to keep him
self in a job. I doubt if there is a single word of truth in the article. * * *

The main trouble with the farmers is that they have not yet learned to do 
business in a business way. They have pets to trade with and others to 
boycott. They let religious and political opinions govern them regardless of 
profit and loss. They let a slice of sugar-coated credit lead them into 
debt.—Arkansaw Traveler.

Life Science, of Fulton, N. Y., published by Mary C. Von 
Kanzler, is a brand new-thot magazine. Mary seems to have 

sucked in the god idea, some place and asks:

Is the divine plan of life such that each individual will reap success 
rewards to the degree that he earns them by setting up the right causes? 
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ Would you not like to become a helpful example, to your fellow
men, of these powers of God thus working through you in all that you do 
and say?

We should say the divine plan is to murder babes and women
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and save pure maidens for the soldiers who are not only willing, 

but anxious to fight. No thanks, we would rather help the Devil 
tell the truth, and save the weak and unprotected.

Miller City. O., 11-8, ’04.
F. H. Heald, Dear Sir—Please find $1.00 for Higher Science another 

year. I want September and October numbers, as I have not received 
them. 1 love the Higher Science. Yours truly, Lewis E. Deuble, M. D.

The Methodist preachers, who live bv the charity of the less 
intelligent and older class of women, have been resolving that the 
bible must, with all its filth and nastv stories about god and Christ 

and the old saints and the bible women, be forced into the Public 

Schools. One of their resolutions says:

"We do not wish to antagonize anyone. We are not throwing down 
the gauntlet to anyone. We wish everyone to join with us in a common 
request to keep the public schools absolutely free.”

We propose to keep them free and also clean, and the Los An

geles Liberal Club will raise all the money that is needed to keep 

this vile curse of Christianity,with its infamous atonement out of 

the schools.

Ella P. Hunt of Moline, Kans., says, when sending for books, 

etc.:

* ♦ * I appreciate Higher Science very much. I will subscribe as soon 
as I can possibly spare the wherewithal. In the meantime, please send 
me—* * ♦ ♦

F. S. Weaver of Coe, Ind., hauls the Editor over the coals for 

being too radical, but says of the Procession of Planets:

* * * In fact you will never get an educated person to take issue with 
yon on the Processional theory.

He also goes to show why gods, saviors, virgins, wise men, 
men “after god's own heart,” etc., should not be referred to as 
persons, inasmuch as they were simply the personification of ob

jects and principles in nature.

T. J. Collins, a railroad man at Aledo, Texas, sends his sub

scription a year in advance, and says:

* * * * My subscription is not due yet but I see you need the money and 
I might not have it when due. Am also after the tray for the madame 
(not the kind who help feed the preachers). It is a shame you are not 
better supported to help the good cause along. * * * * Say “hello” for me 
to Walter Collins. * * ♦ ♦

Not long ago a young clergyman, in explaining why he had abandoned 
the sacred profession, gave as one of his reasons the relatively low moral 
and intellectual standard of the students and graduates of theological semi
naries. He asserted that he found in the school of divinity a much poorer 
lot of men than the average of college students. The feeblest men of the 
college, he said, go into theology.

This judgment is now confirmed by a Japanese who has studied al Yale, 
and whose opinion cannot be attributed to hostility to Christianity, for he is 
a Christian convert. He writes to a paper of Japan that the students in 
other departments of the American university than the theological are
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"young men of fine appearance,” but when it comes to the theologs, beggar
like faces are in the majority,” and the feeblest of the lot “go as foreign 
missionaries,” “the ones who are unable to get a suitable place here.” 
—Secular Thot.

Dr. Leon Andruth, of Chicago, a celebrated author, writes 
Nov. 12th:

Franklin H. Heald—Dear Friend and Fellow-worker:—I notice your 
Higher Science is devoted to the motions of matter, and I am preparing 
a series of articles relating to the embodiment of motion in matter, as 
demonstrated by the experiments of Prof. Elmer Gates. I have spent some 
time with Prof. Gates and will be glad to furnish you with articles along 
this line, which have never been given out to the public. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

A poet in a dog-paper, sings to his dog Ponto, in the following 
words and figures, to-wit:

“I look into your great brown eyes. 
Where love and loyal homage shine. 

And wonder where the difference lies 
Between your soul and mine.”

Well old boy, there is no difference. He has no more “soul” 
than you have. (Eccl. IX, 4, 5. Also III, 18, 22), and you 
have no soul except your consciousness, which is only a motion 
which ceases when your protoplasm ceases to act and you are 
dead.

The editor of the New York Times has let the cat out of the bag, and 
shamelessly tells his readers why religion and the sentiment of patriotism 
are so very necessary among the masses. He criticizes General Miles for 
his "unconsidered remark,” that “on the battlefield it is the fighting and not 
the praying that wins.” The editor thinks he ought to concede at least the 
utility of religions', for "if a man can persuade himself that being killed 
in battle is simply the shortest and surest road to paradise that man is sure 
to fight desperately and recklessly.” That’s why we have chaplains and 
other representatives of God: to kill each other desperately and recklessly” 
men must have religion!—Free Society.

No one could have better authority for killing, murdering and 
plundering his fellow human beings, than a Jew-Christ bible. 
Swords, blood and hell fire are their principle stock in trade.

One of the worst robbers capitalism has produced, is the widow robber, 
the deacons of the church, and every community has many of them.— 
Referendum.

Reginald Coryell, member of the oriental society of Yale Uni
versity and editor of the Acanthus Magazine, says of the Proces
sion of Planets:

* * * ♦ As far as my astronomical knowledge goes, I see no errors in 
your hypothesis, and believe in it All new discoveries are doubted at 
first but in the course of time, you will receive a just reward for your 
ability and be acknowledged a master. I believe you truly account for the 
steller genesis and power of the sun. * * *

* * * Superstition must be destroyed. Free thinkers 1 are you asleep? 
or simply economical ? Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.'—Examiner, 
(Paris, Texas.)
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As thieves of old, to escape the halter, 

Took refuge in the holy alter,
Oft dullness, flying from disgrace, 

Finds safety in that sacred (?) place;
Where scripture canctifies his strains, 
And reverence hides his lack of brains.

—Dickens (/o.) Leader.

Destroy the weeds and cultivate the corn. Destroy errors and construct 
true principles. Freethot is of no use to those who cannot think, nor to 
those who are afraid to think, or too lazy to think.—Humanitarian Rev.

The above higher science, is just what we have been telling 

him, for the past years. Shake, Bro. Davis, we are glad to meet 

you on the right track even tho you do not give Higher Sci

ence due credit.

B. F. Smith, of Bellingham, Wash., sending his subscription, 

says:

* * * * Would be pleased to see it grow. I wish it had a million circu
lation every month If there was more reading of that kind in the world, 
there would be much less crime. * * *

Every man is entititled to his opinion, but it seems to us that the 
opinions of the so-called Free Thinkers are to windy with conceit to have 
much weight.—L. A. Times.

If there ever was a special example of “windy conceit” it is 
manifested in the editor of the Times opinion of himself. No 
doubt he has forgotten his last visit to Elsinore and how he 
backed across "the Rubicon,” in order to see and dodge the 
things that were catching up with him. There are a good 
many Elsinore Freethinkers who have their own opinions and 
are not afraid to tell the truth if it becomes necessary.

’Tn the wiser day coming every dollar of church personal value and 
every foot of church land will pay taxes to support honest secular govern
ment. Remission of taxes for church and school uses is a secular gift to 
churches.”—N. W. Christian Advocate.

If the editor is a true Christian the above is a wail of sorrow, 
but if a sentiment realized by the unjustness of the church’s 
position, he will lose his job or his support in case he owns the 
paper.

$380. Lot 16, Block 5, House and Lot on West 381b street, be
tween Western and Denkle avenues. This is a fine location; 

large lot, 50x150 feet and about half price. All street work done 
and pid for. Owner must have cash. This property is increas

ing in value very fast. If you want to invest examine it at once 
and apply to Mrs. Lettie Wright, San Jacinto, Cal.

THE ACANTHU S—10,0;>CI feet above the sea, and 100 miles 
from a railroad. Devoted to investigation of occult phenomena. Send 5 
cents for a sample copy. Subscriptions, JI a year. Its ideas are as clear 
as the atmosphere, anil its philosophy as pure.

Reginald Coryell, Editor, Custer, Idaho.
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Pictures in Pastel Colors
Portraits, Landscapes, Genre and Figure. Painting from life, pho

tographs or engravings. Satisfaction guaranteed, both in character 
an dtechnique. Decorative and patent office designs. Crayon and 
Charcoal drawing done if desired.

Chas. Watts, Otto Wettstein, J. D. Shaw, Dr. J. L. York, N. Y. 
Truth-Seeker (D. M. Bennett portrait) and many other prominent 
Freethinkers among former patrons.
730 East Tenth St., Los Angeles, Cal. 8TURGIS

N. B.—Mr. Sturgis will start a class in a short time. See or com
municate with him for further particulars, prices, etc.

ili'Y Woulfi y°u Hke to Uave circulars of Clean, Help- 
uLAvLvv I • ful Books on this much misunderstood subject? 
A stamp will bring them. Postal Cards not noticed.

A. W. RIDEOUT, 70 St. Paul St., Boston, Mass.

Wonderful Book—ANTHROPOGRAPHY
of the Four Nations and Forty-eight Tribes that descended from 
Abraham (Gen. 17). I have discovered the fixed law or seal (Rev. 7) 
of the intellect by which I can tell what Tribe you belong to—Jews 
or Gentiles, or the lost Tribes. Send me your name and address, age, 
month and day. nationality, complexion, color eyes, hair, photo and 
50 cents, and receive test Tribe reading. My book of 234 pages, 49 
illustrations of Tribes, history and origin of Tribes. Cloth, 32.00; 
paper binding, $1.50. R. Bevington Webber, Author, Dayton, Oregon.

A Great 
Bargain

Twenty Acre Farm in the beautiful and 
flourishing town of San Jacinto. Rich, 
deep, black soil; eight room house; 
insurance on house and building

$2200; fine wind-mill, tank and tank house. Fine stables or barn, 
carriage house, dairy house, pump house with 8 h. p. gas engine and 
pump which pumps 35 miner's inches at nominal expense. Three 
artesian wells that cannot be pumped below 14 feet. Ten acres of 
alfalfa has produced as high as 12 tons per acre when irrigated. This 
splendid property is one mile from the finest Hot Mineral Springs in 
the world and can be bought at a great sacrifice from the owner, 
widow of the late Dr. B. A. Wright. It is impossible for Mrs. Wright 
to take care of it. and therefore it must be sold. This would make a 
model berry farm, with a local market of unusual demand on account 
of lumber interests in the mountains. Hot Springs, Strawberry Valley 
Resort. Mining camps, etc. Santa Fe R. R.; good schools; healthful 
climate. This fine place with improvements that cost between $8000 
and $10.000, can be had for $3500. or part cash and Los Angeles prop
erty. Mrs. Wright’s temporary address is 1508 South Main St., Los 
Angeles, but Higher Science will know her future address, or forward 
any mall sent her in its care.

Liberal Club “WS Burbank Hall 
of Los Angeles at 7:45 o’clock, sharp 644^ So. Main St, for f New lecture every week by the best local talent. Good

0 I1LL music and other exercises. Come and bring your family 
and friends and enjoy these feasts of reason. Everybody welcome.
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T-Tio4i»|-WI" be pul)1,81,e<1 mont-hly, »nd will endeavor 
lllgncrOCICHCC to be of use especially to young people who 
are at liberty to give unbiased attention to new things that are being 
discovered and new theories that are being advanced.

It Is hoped that those interested in Science, as we all should be, 
will give their support and assistance to this worthy endeavor. 

Single Copies, 10c. One Year, ,1.00.

LIST OF BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS FOR SALE.
Procession of Planets, Theory of the Solar System,

Booklet .............................................................................F. H. Heald
Procession of Planets, Theory of the Solar System,

Leaflet ...............................................................................F. H. Heald
The Philosophy of Friendship .......................................Karl Muscat
Water Not a Bible Beverage, leaflet........................ George T. Bruce
Royal Road to Wealth .......................................... C. W. CIobb, Ph. D.
Bible In a Nutshell (when ordered with other goods, 2c)................
Facts Worth Knowing—Ingersoll, Washburn, et al..........................
Three Blanks, Petition to Congress for Protection to Women.... 
Address to Ministers of the United States.................. Frank Morse
Seven Copies Joseph's Dream ........................................ Frank Morse
Paine’s Age of Reason, paper cover .....................................................
The Crimes of Preachers ..........................................................................
All of the above to one address, postage paid..................................... 1
All of the above to one address, postage paid, with Higher Science

one year ..................................................................................................,2.00

.26

.10 

.10 

.06 

.10 

.06 

.10 

.26 

.26 

.10 

.26 

.25 
,1.60

Address FRANKLIN H. HEALD
Ivanhoe Station Loa Angelee, Cal.

ASTRHI HCV A general life reading with an accurate Horoscope 
* RWvv A Of the planetary positions affecting birth, ,2.00.

Princspal directions for oue year ,1.00. Give name, sex, place Of birth, 
year, month, day of month and hour, and if married or single. Address, 

Nina May Smith, Lake Bay, Fierce Co., Wash.

LEARN A PROFESSION that is not overcrowded.
Osteopathy, Electropathy and Scientific Massage

Our Students are making ,20 to ,35 a day. We teach by mall, or 
residence course at our Bchool. Send for particulars. A postal card 
will do It. NEW YORK SCHOOL OF ELECTROPATHY.

Incorporated under the laws of New York State. Waverly, N. Y.

For Sale, $500
Beautiful 7-room cottage—lot 50x150 feet, fenced. Located at Mur- 

rietta. Riverside Co., Cal. Near postofllce, stores and Santa Fe Ry. 
station. Schools closer than churches. A few bearing fruit trees; 
large ornamental and shade trees; front and back porches, all in 
good condition and title perfect. Owner must sell; ,100 cash, balance 
in small monthly payments to suit. Also have 40-acre ranch land one- 
half mile below In valley. Will put the two properties together and 
exchange for Los Angeles property.

G. W. FOX T
244% S. Broadway ... - Los Angeles, CaL

(I am acquainted with this beautiful property. It Is as repre
sented.—Ed. Higher Science.)
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Lovers of Truth Send for this Book.

ESSENCE OF REASON h>: A, ........ .  11 O|,e',sf the_______________________________ prison doors and lets yon free;
proves the Bible is manufactured by man: removes the black stain 
of superstition ai d hell from the mi'ds of people and puts the old 
money making Bibl" it the fe-m ■ crners. Lend it to yonr orthodox 
friends. Brie', cloth. 3". emits; piper. t’-f cents, postpaid. Address

J. D. COOPETi, 49 VcCaull St., Toronto. Ont.

TO ADVERTISERS
This magazine represents the interests of the L is Angeles Liberal 

Chi’i and th1' Liberals and Freethinkers of the State. More people 
are Liberals and Freethinkers than belong to all the religions by 
about 5 to 1. They are in the great majority and are the intelligent 
classes. When you adverti e. them are the people you want to 
reach, and yon can reach L’n.itn of them next month through Higher 
s<':e'l<’- ( provide I that a- estimated each magazine is read by Hl 
persons), ami from looit to limit more each month thereatter. (live us 
an ad. for a year and you g >t the Ir-mfit of the rapidly increasing 
circulat ion.

i Tel. Main 5bl
- 5 aFAO — ' > <

l $■ BROS vs.K

SCHROEDER BROS.

v ----•' >■

131 1£. Second Sit., 
Los Angeles, Cui.

k''"r

THE AMERICAN BOARD OF PROMOTERS

BUY SILVER BULLION
Room 320, 2 18 S. Broadway

J. F. HOLBROOK ^NLIACnK,H
HARRY’S PATENT CORRUGATED TANKS

CYAMDE, OIL AND WATER TASKS
.//' ki’ni' "/ <11*

< ’»<////•' for < V' A'c/imiig 
'-.mt/' ' ((.■<O",< /ty,-

310-315 li EOU ENA ST.
Tel. Rid diitf: Home

Los Angles. Cd
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:■ on the Skunk River Hat and is tested and true to 
name. When once used they will always be planted. In order 
to introduce them into thousands ot new homes we will send 
either 300 kinds of flower seed or 10 pkts, of choice garden 
seeds for 10 C or both for only 15 C.

TURNIP SEED
Best known sort, pkt. 2c„ oz. 4c.. lb. 15c.. # lb. 22c.

PENCILARIA

?

The greatest fodder plant in the world. In Iowa in 1903 that 
was grown by one Mr. Wood, in Story Co. 95 tons of green 
fodder on one acre of ground. It only costs you 40 c to plant 
an acre or three acres for 90 c, 10 acres $2.00. Full description 
and culture.

3 Year Old Dormant Crimson

*I
:

Rambler Roses at 32c each, 4 for $1.00 prepaid. One 
olds at 14c 3 for 30c, $1.00 per dozen prepaid.

CHOICE MILLET AND CANE SEEDS
Also Grass of all kinds. Special prices to agents to sell 
seeds to dealers. Do not fail to get our prices.

DWARF ESSEX RAPE for hogs, sheep and calves, 
seed in corn field. Let them run in the field, 
fatting. L
freight. We furnish sacks free with all kinds of farm seeds. 
If in need of anything in our line you should write us at once.

year

pkt.

Sow 
Best feed for 

Price per ioo lbs. $5.50, 50 lbs. $3.00, 25 lbs. $2.00 by

1

’■

►

'

F. C. GRAVES SEED CO.
Dept. 1438 DES MOINES, IOWA
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